Location MT11
SO 7457 6364
Viewpoint at lane-side gate SE of Woodbury Old Farm at
the junctions of lanes

When you come to a lane junction, immediately opposite
you there is a field gate with a view ranging from south
east through south to west. The ground here is open
farmland, with distinct wooded hills on the far left of the
view and a long distinct wooded ridge on the right of the
view which recedes into the distance in the centre.
A much lower ridge is just visible below the skyline in the
centre of the photo, upon which farm buildings are
located (Rodge Hill Farm). The long ridge has various
names along its length: Cockshot Hill, Rodge Hill and
Pudford Hill.
The landforms reflect the resistance of the underlying
rocks to weathering and erosion.

The hills and ridges are underlain by (choose):
harder / softer rocks
The lower ground between is underlain by (choose):
harder / softer rocks.
What is the orientation of the continuous wooded ridge
on the right? (choose):
north west – south east / east-west /
north east – south west.
What is the orientation of the line of wooded hills on the
far left?
The low ridge on which Rodge Hill Farm is located is
orientated similarly to the continuous wooded ridge
nearby. The continuous wooded ridge is, particularly in its
southern part of Pudford Hill, notably steep on both its.
The observations you make here will be of relevance
when you come to look at the various cross sections
provided at the end of your field exercise.
While you are here, read the information about Location
MT12, which is a small quarry just down the lane. The
quarry is private and should not be accessed but all the
information you need is provided in the app. After that,
continue to Location MT13.

